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INTRODUCTION 

With present technology developing so rapidly, and air 

travel increasing in monst rou5 steps, airport facilities are 

becoming inefficient and inadequate to handle the:* volume of air 

traffic. Although the industry is moving ahead in the air, ground 

facilities are sadly behind. 

The Gallatin Field Terminal is an example of this lacking v 

technology. Congested areas are beginning to show, and soon 

these spaces will be overcrowded. As Mr. Edwin Iverson, Gallatin 

Airport Manager, stated, "The planning of a completely new terminal 

in five years is a very real possibility." 

The following is an analysts of the considerations and facilities 

necessary for a terminal to be built at Gallatin Field in 1975* 
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CONDITIONS CREATING THE NEED 

Airport Growth 

Airport History 
In the early day of the airport, the mid twenties and thirties, 

the terminal consisted of only a small ticket counter and perhaps a 

snack bar. 

Bus-like terminals were prevalent in the mid thirties to 1939* 

The plane taxied up to and parked parellel to the building, with the 

passengers walking 200 to J>00 feet from the entrance of the terminal 

to the plane. Interline transfers took place right on the apron. 

The post war years (19^5-1958) saw the terminal sprout fingers. 

Tickets were collected before the passenger boarded and the space 

became known as the holding area. This gathering space created a 

greater effect on terminal design than any other single development. 

(27-26} By the end of the period the walking distance was 1000 feet 

or more, Fiore parking and a wider range of services were offered 

to the passengers and planes. 

A new look to air travel and terminal planning came with the 

jet age. Techni experimented with loading bridges and mobile 

lounges, Alsd, ideas of terminal clusters ot satellites with walking 

distances of 500 feet were introduced. 

Airport Growth in General 
Since commercial air travel's beginning, the industry's expansion 

has never ceased. This year the largest plane ever built will come 

into commercial use. The Boeing 7^7» which is capable of carrying 

up to ^90 passengers, is 231 feet long and can produce 170,000 pounds 

of thrust. With the advent of this giant, terminals will face a 

surface-transport gap, a hotel gap, and a parking lot gap. 

Forecasts of passenger volumes, aircraft speeds, and capacities 

for the seventies will begin an era of air travel surpassing anything 

previously imagined. An annual growth of 15 to 20 per cent will 

continue unabated for the next decade. (33-126) 

In 1967I 128,479*000 persons were carried by domestic airlines. 

A predicted l67»700,000 passengers will travel by air in 1970, and by 



1980 the number will approach ^00,000,000, The airline jet fleet 

is now approximately 1,600 planes, and in 1980 3»600 jets will be 

in commercial use. (33-12?) 

Along with increases in passenger service, the air industry is 

experiencing a "boom" in cargo movement. Historically freight has 

been a profit maker for most forms of transportation and this is now 

proving evident in airports. Cargo shipment by air has been increas

ing 15 to 20 per cent annually, and is predicted to augment even 

more rapidly in the seventies. (133-126) 

Another feature to see increased application will be VTOL 

(vertical take-off and landing) craft. Terminals have already been 

planned to exclusively accommodate this type of transportation, 

Mr transportation has been augmented by the utilization of 

newer and more efficient aircraft, the increase of a population with 

a more disposable income, and thelndustrial reliance upon face to 

face communication. In the future there will be a need for more 

support facilities and access systems to provide effective and 

economical traffic of planes, people^ and cargo moving to and 

through the airport and beyond to their prospective destinations. 

Airport Growth in Montana 
From 1962 to 196?, air traffic in Montana has increased from 

2291000 to 000 flights, With a very strong tie existing between 

Montana and the markets to the south and west, a maximum of 1,867*860 

flights will originate or pass through the state in 1980. See Table 1,1. 

The Montana air increase is predicted to progress alongAthe rest 

of the air industry of the country,n Studies have already been con

ducted in the state, andplans made to handle the future 

growth of air transportation. Airport facilities needed-runways, 

taxiways, aprons, navigational aids, and terminals and associated 

facilities-are an important facet of total aeronautics planning for 

the state. See Appendix A» 

Air cargo will also see an increase in Montana, but the growth 

patterns for freight, express, and mail have not been as constant 

f/ and as clearly identified as they have for passenger traffic# The 

key items that will be important to the expected surge of activity 

in air cargo movement include the following: 



Table 1#1 Historic Origin and Destination Traffic for the 
State of Montana with Projections 1969 - 1980. 

Total 0 & D Traffic by Year 1962 - 1967 

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 

229,280 279,880 318,820 386,480 474,990 544,280 

Projected 0 £ !c D Traffic by Year 1969 - 1980 

Year 
Lower 
Limit 

Proj ection 

Upper 
Limit 

Proj ection 

1969 703,460 737,680 

1970 784,950 862,180 

1971 864,810 999,410 

1972 944,670 1,118,360 

1973 1,024,530 1,264,320 

1974 1,104,390 1,350,010 

1975 1,184,260 1,135,900 

1976 1,264,210 1,521,940 

1977 1,343,980 1,608,160 

1978 1,423,830 1,694,560 

1979 1,503,710 1,781,120 

1980 • 1,583,570 1,867,860 

(43-16) 



Table 1.2 Projections for Freight, Mail, and Express for the 
State of Montana 1970 to 1980 (in tons) 

Freight Mail Express 

Lower 
Limit 

Upper 
Limit 

Lower 
Limit 

Upper 
Limit 

Lower 
Limit 

Upper 
Limit 

Average Annual Rate < 
Freight, Mail, and 

of Increase Assumed for 
Express Projections 

1966-1975 20% *1635 14$ 10% 8% 6% 

1975-1980 17% 13$ b% Q% 6% 

1970 971 1111 672 775 192 207 

1971 1126 1334 , 739 884 203 223 

1972 1306 1600 813 1007 216 241 

1973 1515 1921 883 1149 229 261 

197^ 1757 2305 972 1309 242 281 

1975 2038 2766 IO69 1493 257 304 

1976 2303 3236 1112 1553 272 328 

1977 2602 3786 1156 1615 289 354 

1978 2941 4430 1202 1679 306 383 

1979 3323 5183 1251 1747 324 413 

1980 3755 6064 1301 1816 3^4 446 

(43-22) 



,r 
Figure 1.1 



Technical innovations in equipment more adequately designed 
for the handling of large volumes of air freight 

Interest of air carriers to increase the volume of business 
lowering of air cargo rates 
Increase in the value of time 
Reduction in costs for packing and shipping of goods 
Possible cuts in warehouse and inventory costs 
Lowering of insurance costs for shipping goods by air 
Faster turn over of merchandise and a cut in interest cost 
See Table 1,2, (43-21) 

With the substantial increases in airline passenger and cargo 

movement which has been projected for Montana, it is extremely 

important that a long range planning effort be undertaken to insure 

the best possible development of the Montana air system. This plan 

should be directed at fulfilling the needs related to the two major 

air hubs of Billings and Great Falls; the five major air markets of 

Bozeman, Butte, Helena, Kalispell, and Missoula. The five major markets 

should be provided with frequent one-plane service to Spokane, Port

land, Salt Lake City, Denver and Seattle, (43-23) 

Airport Growth in Bozeman 
Gallatin Field has consistently shown an increase in passenger 

and cargo service for the last decade. (See Table 1.3)» From 1968 

to 1969, passenger service has expanded 16.5 per cent, while cargo 

has grown 20 per cent each year. 

TABLE 1.3 PASSENGER LOADING-GALLATIN FIELD 

Year Northwest-Orient Frontier Total 

1964 3,728 — 3,728 
1965 4,919 — 4,919 
1968 10,801 7,o4o 17,841 
1969 13,426 7,841 21,267 
1969 Trend 24.3% 4.6%(44-195,1 of 4) 16.3% 

Presently each airline has four flights daily, but in March of 

this year both Frontier and Northwest-Orient are bringing in an 

additional flight, totally^commercial flights at the airport daily. 
* 

Present Facilities 

Terminal, Flying Service, and Hanger 
The terminal building for the Bozeman airport is an L-shaped 

structure. The concrete-framed building is the only lasting con

struction at the airport. Within the terminal are the offices of 
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Northwest-Orient Airlines and Frontier Airlines, the airport manager, 

FAA, which also functions as the weather bureau, and the car rental 

services. See Figure 1,2. 

In the hangar area are the offices of two local flying services*. 

Gallatin Flying Service and Flightline Incorporated, which are 

housed in a ̂ uonset but and awood-framed structure respectively. 

There are six hangers suitable for medium and small aircraft. The 

remaining buildings include an aged residence, a repair shop, and 

the National Guard Amory garage and storage depot. See Figure 1.3* 

Except for the terminal, none of the forms need be thought of 

as justifiably existing in their present state. The nature of their 

structure and materials and their current condition suggest that the 

moving of their functions and replacement of them should be considered 

in ths5 project. 

Areas within the Terminal 
Inside the terminal is a waiting area which will soon be too 

small to accommodate the number of people using the newer jets. 

The airline and rental service area is adequate, but their lobby is 

already overcrowded and congested. More room is presently needed for 

the volume of cargo and baggage passing through the airport building. 

As the air transportation in Bozeman increases, the FAA will require 

further facilities to serve the greater traffic flow. 

Servicing of Planes on the Apron 
Having landed at the Bozeman Airport, a commercial plane 

u 
taxies to the loading apron. A gas truck drives to the craft for 

refueling and the air conditioning is attached to the airplane. 

Airline personnel begin manually unloading the baggage and freight 

as the Bozeman bound travelers deplane. The craft, having been 

serviced and loaded, then taxies unto the runway and takes off. 

Circulation within the Terminal 
People leaving Gallatin Field by air enter the terminal through 

the South entrance and proceed to their desired airline counter. 

At the airline desk,the baggage is checked in and loaded, unto a 

push-cart. The prospective passengers await the loading of the plane 

in the holding area. Exiting from the North door and walking about 

60 feet, the traveler embarks the plane by means of loading stairs. 
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The deplaning passengers follow the same proceedure in reverse; 

unloading from the plane, crossing the apron to the building, claim

ing the luggage at the airline desk, and^oing to the parking lot 

through the South door. See Figure 1.5. 

The luggage is manually removed from the aircraft and taken 

into the terminal by a push-cart; The outbound baggage and cargo is 

then loaded in the same manner. 

Present Routes 
•Table 1.4 Non-stop Service from Bozeman 

Frontier Airlines 
Billings 
Great Falls 
Missoula 
Salt Lake City 

Northwest Airlines 
Butte 
Billings 

Population and Econimic Growth 

Montana 
Between 1950 and i960, the population of Montana increased from 

591*000 to 6?5»000 — a 14.2 per cent rise for 10 years. The pro

jection f'or 1980 has been predicted to be from 800,000 to 900,000 

people. See Figure 1,7 and Appendix B. 

With 674,767 people in the state in 1967$ approximately 51 per 

cent lived in the urban area*. By I98O, a maximum of 795*000 indivi

duals will reside in the cities of Montana. 

The states personnel income is predicted to increase by 3.28 

per cent each year, and the per capita income is expected to grow 

2.45 per cent annually until I98O, (43-17) 

Gallatin County Area 
Gallatin County had a total papulation of 26,6l8 in 1969* which 

amounts to ten people per square mile. (40-331) Along with Gallatin 

County the surrounding counties of Park, Meagher, and Madison had a 

total of 54,288 people in 1970. See Table 1.5. (44-900,701-12) 

Since 1950, Gallatin County has been a fast growth area, with 

an annual increase rate of 2.4 per cent. (44-900,50F 12) Such 

recent developments as the Gallatin Field Industrial-Commercial Park 
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Table 1,5 

Population of Gallatin, Park, Madison and Meagher Counties 
for 1950, 1960 and Projections for 1968 and 19 70.^ 

Place 1950 1960 1968 1970 

Gallatin County 21,902 

Park County 11,999 

Madison County 5,998 

Meagher County 2,079 

TOTAL 

Gallatin plus 
Park Counties 

41,978 

33,901 

26,045 

13,168 

5,211 

2,616 

47 ,040 

39 , 213 

31,331 

,13,808 

4 ,478 

3,218 

52,835 

45,139 

32,653 

13,971 

4 , 295 

3 , 369 

54,288 

46 , 624 

(44-900, 7 of 12) 

^County population data from the Montana State Board of 
Equalization, Helena, Montana; urban area population data 
by John R. Borchert and Russel B. Adams, "Projected Urban 
Growth in the Upper Midwest: 1960-1975," Upper Midwest 
Economic Study, Urban Report No. 8, September 1964. 



and the Big Sky Resort are two major projects effecting the airport, 
» / 

The Industrial - Commercial Park has been planned South of the 

air field and would be incorporated into the airport grounds, With 

this new land use so near the terminal building, the air cargo 

industry would greatly expand. See Figures 1.8, 1.9» 1.10 and 1.11. 

The potential businesses to be located at the park would be: 

A general air freight and warehouse business which would 
serve many small firms in the region 

Farm machinery retailing and manufacturing .firms, typical 
of those who would fly customers to see their wares rather 
than move the products 

Perishable goods rapid transit businesses 

Manufacturing of electronic and other small bulk, high 
value products 

Sporting equipment sales and manufacturing interprises — 
With the year round outdoor recreation possibilities looming 
as an ever-larger attraction to people from outside the 
region, the number of recreational- travelers can be expected 
to increase at the airport 

Businesses which sell and service private aircraft 

Service facilities which cater to the traveler, including 
restaurants, bars, motels, markets, shops, banks, etc. 

Vehicle - rental businesses 

Helicopter, airplane, and auto taxi and chartered services 

Travel services 

Offices and hangars of regional enterprises which operate 
their own business aircraft (46- Land Use) 

An even more recent project to come to this county is Chet 

Huntley's Big Sky Hesort Area. This recreational complex, consisting 

of a ski area, dude ranch, golf course, and small village, will be 

located near Lone Mountain, kO miles South of Bozeman. The initial 

investment of lb million dollars will later be augmented to 100 

million dollars. 

The year-round facilities will also have a small airstrip to 

service light aircraft and possibly VTOL. Big Sky will result in a 

definite increase of air traffic to Bozeman in the form of commercial 



Figure 1.8 
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jets and privately chartered planes. An air taxi service will also 

be possible from Gallatin Field to Big Sky's airstrip. 

Bozeman 
Bozeman proper is expected to grow more than 30 P®*" cent by 

1980. With a 1960~1969 population increase of 13*361 to 15*700^ 

the city is predicted to enlarge to 31»000 in 1990. See Figure 1.12 

Presently, Bozeman*s annual growth rate is 2.^ per cent. (36-2) 

M.S.U. 
Another major factor in the growth of air travel in this area is 

Montana State University. With a campus rapidly expanding in en

rollment and research, an adequate and convenient airport is 

extremely important. 

The enrollment chart for M.S.U. shows the present 7,500 

students to increase to 20,000 by 1990. See Figure 1.13 and 

Appendix B 

Research programs of the university are increasingly using 

"existing but inconvenient and inadequate commercial air service.M 

(*{4-912, 2 of 2) The continuing growth in research activity at 

M.S.U. indicates the need for an airline connection from Bozeman to 

the southern markets will become greater each year. More conferences, 

work shops, and meetings would be attracted to the school, if it 

were not so difficult to arrive here by air. 

Future Needs and Expansion 

Eresent and near future plans made for* Gallatin Field on the 

basis of required facilities and funds are as follows& 

Table 1.6 Expansion Program 

Year Project Federal Aid Local Aid M»A JZ» 

1969 2,000-foot extension to 
runway 12/30 

Runway lights extended 
Taxiway "D" extended and lighted 
Warmup apron on end of 12 
Blacktop road relocated 
Land acquisition 
Reconstruct and Enlarge apron 
at Terminal ($192,125) ($110,375) ($60,000) 
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Table 1.6 Expansion Program (Continued) 

Year Project Federal Aid Local Aid M . A . C .  

1970 Changes in Administration 
Building for Increased 
Traffic ($15,000) 

1971 Light Aircraft Parking Area 

1972 I.L.S. Lighting System 
Acquiring- land and re
locating county roads (S8,000) 

(44-918, 3 of 5) 

In 1975» this program calls for the construction of a new 

terminal building and the gradual phasing out of the old structure. 

The apron will be changed to accommodate the new structure and run

way 3/21 will be removed. Runway 16/34 will probably be lengthened 

to facilitate the Industrial-Commercial I¥rk, The hangars and flight 

services will be relocated and a new runway constructed in order to n 

segregate the commercial and private flights. Some VTOL service may 

also be included for both passengers and the park. Along with the 

building of the Industrial-Commercial area by private organisations, 

U S Highway No. 10 will have direct access to the airport grounds. 
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LOCAL CONDITIONS 

Geographic 

The southern half and extreme east of Gallatin County is 

predominantly mountainous, while the northern portion consists of 

the Gallatin Valley and the foothills to the north. The 1,626,000 

acre county is located in the south-central portion of Montana. 

Gallatin Field is situated in the east end of the large Gallatin 

Valley, Three major rivers, The Madison, Jefferson ana Gallatin, 

flow into the west end of the valley forming the Missouri River. 

Foothills and plains form the west and north boundaries of the valley, 

while on the south is located the Spanish Peaks and Gallatin Range. 

To the east are the Bridger Mountains, which rise 8,500 feet. The 

plains of eastern Montana begin on the opposite side of the Bridgers, 

Through most of the valley flows the Gallatin River. The area 

is wide and flat with cottonwoods and willows lining the streams. 

Wild grass and sagebrush cover the foothills, while the sharply 

rising mountains are heavily timbered. The Bridger Range quickly 

reaches above the timberline and is rocky and snow covered. 

Economic 

Gallatin Field services Gallatin, Park and portions- of Madison 

and Meagher Counties. The two principal urban areas of Bozeman 

and Livingston are within 30 minutes of the airport. Five smaller 

population areas — Belgrade, Manhattan, Three Forks, Amsterdam, 

and Ennis — also lie near the airfield. The wellbeing of air 

travel is interrelated with agriculture, the growth of M,S,U„, the 

increase of trade and service in Bozeman, and the rapidly expanding 

recreational and tourist activities. See Appendix C, 

Gallatin Valley's principle industry is agriculture, with 

diversified farming, grain, dairy farms, and outstanding registered 

and breeding herds. Although this is not .an industrial center, 
t i W f  

several existing small plants, include; lumbering operations, cement 

manufacturing, food processing, grain milling, electronics,and 

livestock auctions. The area also maintains a substantial work 

force. See Tables 2,1 and 2,2 



Another principal factor in Gallatin Counties economy is 

education, M.S.U. contributes 30,000,000 dollars annually to the 

community through students, faculty, staff,and services required. 

Bozeman is the major retail center for the area, with 2*f,465 

square miles of retail trade. The city is also the main trade and 

service center between Butte, 90 miles west, and Billings, 140 

miles to the east. The 19&9 retail sales for Bozeman and the County 

were 57$776,00£)iind 68,^01,00c|f)ollars respectively. (38-275) 

See Appendix C 

Table 2.1 Agriculture 

Number of Farms Value of Crop Value of Livestock 

858 $4,935,000 36,767,000 

Total acres in Farmland - 939,700 acres 

Harvested Cropland 193,000 acres 

Pasture 335,000 acres 

Irrigated — ——— 81,000 acres 

Table 2.2 Labor Force 

Total 7,350 
Agriculture (hired workers) 600 
Construction 3^0 
Logging 400 
Manufacturing 360 
Transportation and Utilities 300 
Wholesale and Retail Trade 2,000 
Service and Finance, 2,700 
Government 650 

The transportation system in and through the Bozeman area 

consist of: 

Northwest-Orient Airline (4 flights) 
Frontier Airline {k flights) 
Northern Pacific Railway 
Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad 
Three motor freight carriers 
Greyhound Bus Line 
U.S. Highway No. 10 East-West, which is part of 
Federal Interstate Highway No. 90 

U.S. Highway No, 191 South, with connections to 
No. 89 and No. 287 North 

Recreation and tourism is abounding in the Gallatin area. 

Seven dude ranches are within 60 minutes of the airfield. 



Excellent hunting, fishing and hiking are to be found in the 

County along with all summer and winter sports. Some of the finest 

skiing in the state is located at Bridger Bowl, and now the Big 

Sky complex will begin construction in the spring of 1970. The 

Northwest's greatest tourist attraction, Yellowstone National Park, 

is also only 90 miles from Bozeman and within the southern tip of 

the county. 

History 

Gallatin County takes its name from the river which rises in 

in Yellowstone National Park and^provides the water for irrigating the 

rich lands of the area. The low, wide valley was the common hunting 

hunting ground of the Indians; the first known white men to visit 

the area was The Lewis and Clark Expedition in l805* 

At the southeast end of the valley is the city of Bozeman, 

which was officially founded August 9i 1864. Location of Bozeman 

near the mountain passes caused it to grow rapidly. Traditionally^ 

agriculture has been the basis for the city's growth. In 18921 Bozeman 

was chosen' as the site for the Montana College of Agriculture and 

Mechanical Arts. 

In 1929, the town of Belgrade leased one and one-half acres 

of land for airport purposes. A civilian pilot training school was 

started under the direction of John F. Keyes.in 19^+0, In this same 

year, the Federal Government funded k7,00 dollars to the airport 

for developing the field for national defense purposes. 

The name Gallatin Field xvas officially adopted in 19^1 • At 

that time there were four runways, 4-700 feet long and 150 feet wide. 

They were lengthened to 5100 feet and later still, the northwest-south-

east runway was extended to 65OO feet. In 1968, another 2500 feet 

were added to this runway, 

In 19^3, seven private aircraft and eighteen government planes 

were based at the field. With the areas growth in population, and 

commercial and private flying, the number of airplanes has continually 

increased. 

Regular scheduled commercial airline service was inaugurated 

in 19^8 by Northwest-Orient Airlines and, with the exception of a 

brief period in 1950, has continued to the present time. Now 

Frontier Airlines has also started service in the Gallatin terminal 

with four flights daily. 



The present terminal was designed by Fred Wilson, Architect, 

and dedicated in 1951. Gallatin Field is owned jointly by the County 

of Gallatin and the City of Bozeman, and is governed by a Board composed 

of citizens appointed by the City and County Commissions. The airport 

is directed by a manager employed by the Bozeman and Gallatin County 

Airport Board. (Mf~ History of Terminal), 

The climate of Gallatin Valley is mild, dry, and invigorating 

with clean mountain air. The summers are generally pleasant and 

are characterized by warm days, cool nights, and a high proportion 

of sunshine. Uncomfortable humid conditions are rarely experienced. 

Summer precipitation falls mostly as showers, occasionally with 

some hail. 

Winters are relatively cold and occasionally a winter month 

has had a week or more of severly cold weather, but mild winter 

weather is not unusual. Most winter precipitation falls as snow. 

Table 2.3 Weather for Bozeman Area 

The sun shines approximately 53 Per cent of the possible time 

during an average year, It shines a minimum of 2^- per cent of the 

time during December and a maximum of 75 per cent in July, 

On the shortest day of the year, December 22, the sun angle is 

21 degrees. During the longest day of the year, June 22, the sun 

angle is 68 degrees. 

Gallatin Field receives an average precipitation of 17.3^ 

inches a year. The heaviest amounts occur during May and June, 

when approximately two inches are received each month as rain. Snow 

begins to fall in substantial amounts during October and lasts until 

late March. As much as l8 to 2k inches could remain on the ground 

Climatic 

Average Mean Temperature 
January Average Minimum 
January Average Maximum 
January Mean Temperature 

July Average Minimum 
July Average Maximum 
July Mean Temperature 

Average growing Days - 115 Days 



during December, January, or February, 

The prevailing wind is from the northwest to west in the spring 

and summer. Throughout the winter the wind also comes from the same 

directions, except for occasional shifts to the north, which usually 

accompanies storm systems and seldom lasts no more than several 

days at a time. 
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SITE CONDITIONS 

Orientation 

The site of the present terminal is southeast of runway 12/30 

and north of U.S. Highway No. 10. To the west of the building are 

runways 3/12 and 16/3*K The prominent view from the existing 

structure is across the airstrip to the northwest and northeast. 

On the south side of the airport is the parking lot entrance, but 

no exceptional view is seen in this direction. East of the terminal 

is located the flying services and hangars. 

Adjacent Environment 

Bozeman, the largest city of the area, is located about 10 

miles southeast of the airfield. Three-quarters of a mile in the 

„ opposite direction is the community of Belgrade. All other land 

around the region is agriculture or native grassland. No significant 

amount of trees or structures interrupt the open land, sky, or views 

of the mountains riraming the Gallatin Valley, Many of the preliminary 

zoning codes for airport use have already been set for the area. 

See Appendix D, 

The only significant vegetation nearby consists of several 

newly planted rows of trees lining the entrance road. An irrigation 

ditch runs through the property roughly parallel to the main access 

road, and then follows along side the county road bounding the south, 

eastjand north sides of the airfield. 

Topography 

The land around the airport is nearly flat with very slight 

sloping downward to the north, Theonly significant change occurs 

in the rising foothills of the Bridger Mountains. Throughout the entire 

area, the slope is no more than 20 feet for every 3*0Q0feet distance, 
ate a 
/iwith an average elevation of about ktkkO feet above sea level. 

See Figure 3*3» 

Immediate and Distant Views 

The most prevalent view is of the rugged snow capped Bridger 

Mountains which rise abruptly to the east and northeast. To the 

southeast, the lower and heavily timbered Gallatin Range slope up 
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Northeast View North View 

Southeast View East View 



Southwest View South View 

Northwest View 
West View 



from the valley floor. As the Gallatin Mountains end, the more 

distant Spanish Peaks dominate the southwestern view. The entire 

westerly direction is low and flat, with the only interruption 

being the small community of Belgrade. All the immediate views are 

of the low, flat grasslands of the Valley, See Figure 3.^ and 3«5» 

Soil Analysis 

Under the site lies a layer of mixed gravels, approximately 

one hundred feet deep, underneath which lies volcanic ash and clays. 

For 18 inches below grade is a gravely soil with small amounts of 

silt and clay. Below this is six inches of gravelly silt with 

slight plasticity, andithen a well graded course, granular gravel 

which is non-plastic. 

The frost line is about two and a half to three feet below 

grade. 

Figure 3«& Soil Test 

Utilities Available 

Electricity and natural gas service the airport. A three-inch 

gas line runs from Belgrade, along Highway No, 10 and then into the 

airfield, extending past the eastern runway and reaching the terminal 

along the building line. 

The electric power line runs overhead from near U.S, Highway 

No. 10 in a northwesterly direction to the junction of the major 

access road near the A&mory Depot; then southwest with a branch line 

extending underground to supply all hangars and the terminal building, 

Domestic water is supplied by a single well to all of the 

buildings. Another well is currently contemplated to supply water 

for fire-fighting equipment. 



Sewage is taken care of by a septic tank and drainage field 

which is located north of the airport building, across the runway. 

The current condition of utilities, while adequate for the present, 

is obviously not capable of absorbing much expansion of the land 

use facilities. A study has been made of the feasibility of a 

joint Belgrade-Gallatin Field sewage and water supply system, but 

as of late, nothing definite has developed. 

The main access road from Highway No. 10 is a two-lane, bituminous 

paved artery. Other roads on or around the property are gravel graded. 

Traffic Patterns 

Air 
Within the state, Gallatin Field has flig:hts to Butte, Missoula, 

Great Falls, and Billings, and a direct flight to Salt Lake City. 

All other locals have intermediate stop© as described before. 

The main commercial runway, 12/30, runs northwest by southeast. 

All large passenger craft approach from these directions and either 

come directly in or circle to land from the opposite direction. 

See Figure 3*7. 

The smaller Electra and private craft occasionally use runway 

16/3^* Because no excessive air traffic exists, holding patterns 

are seldom used. 

Ground 
Vehicular traffic flow not directly on the&irline property is 

concentrated on the interstate highway one-half mile to the south

west. Access to the field's main road is from the frontage road, 

the old highway, which runs between Belgrade andBozeman. No direct 

exit from the highway has been provided to the airport. 

Within Gallatin Field grounds themain access road joins a large 

bituminous lane connecting the terminal and hangar area. A dirt 

county road runs parallel to the southern and eastern sides of the 

airport, but is seldom used. 
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DESIGN CONSIDERATION 

Attitude of People TowardHight and The Terminal. 

Flight and Terminal Personnel 

An efficient and pleasant environment is desired by those work

ing in an<^around the terminal. These people do not wish to spend 

wasted time performing their jobs or unnecessarily assisting passengers. 

Enjoyment of the building will result in a more amiable atmosphere and 

more competent work. 

The flight personnel basically want a system which can orderly 

and adequately service the plane, passengers and/their baggage, and the 

cargo. To spend valuable time with undue complications is a hinder*nce 

to the entire schedule of a flight. 

Passengers and Visitors 

Passengers who are flying for the first several times are 

excited about traveling in a plane. They are awed by the monstema# 

craft appearing "lighter than air" while they are aboard. The 

terminal should stimulate and yet appear secure to these individuals. 

No longer does th.e frequent air traveler experience this 

initial arousement. Air travel has become so common, that the 

passenger feels nothing special with each flight. -For this person, 

the airport should be especially stirring and friendly in an attempt 

to make the£Ldea of flying exciting again. Also, just as important} 

the terminal should be well-ordered and efficient. The princip&il 

concern of these individuals is to check in at the airline desk, 

board the plane, disembark, claim their baggage, and proceed to 

their destination with as little difficulty as possible. 

The sightseer is only visiting theairport for a short time, so 

he shouldAhave to walk through the airlinearea, which may have lines 

of waiting people. An observation area must be provided from which 

the visitor can observe the view, the planes, and/the movement of 

the people, and yet not interrupt thebther functions of the terminal. 

Local Residents 

The neighbors of an airfield have traditionally been annoyed 

by the noise associated with an airport. To keep a better good 
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neighbor policy, zoning codes should be set up around the airport 

to control land use. Thus a closer association will exist between 

the airfield and the surrounding community. Local residents should 

feel pride in the design of an airport rather than contempt. 

Mood or Character 

The modern aircraft is clean and simple with functional contours. 

Planes are designed for survival through simplicity and efficiency 

of form, and so also the terminal building should be inspired by; 

and reflect this concept. The structure must illustrate these 

qualities of free, vigorous, and graceful movement associated with 

flight• 

Air travel is an elegant and exciting manner of transportation, 

and the terminal which houses this modern movement, should compli

ment the industry. The jetage airport should be non-static and 

visually stirring to approach and be within. 

As a person approaches the^irport by the main entrance road, 

he should be aware of entering a new era. The terminal should 

represent a transition from surface transportation to air transportation. 

Interior spaces should be planned so the traveler can orient 

himself quickly and easily, no matter what his location inside the 

building. The layout and traffic flow should be almost self-evident 

from the terminal's plan. 

Along with the concept of flight, the Gallatin Field Terminal 

should imply the local expression. In both the use of materials 

and structures, the influence of the surrounding area should be seen. 

. / mJl IS* ^2^' 
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PHYSICAL FACILITIES 

Organization of the Area 

The proposed terminal building will be located as near as 

possible to the present facility, but to the south or west of the 

existing structure. In this way, the old terminal will be gradually 

pitted out so as not to interrupt the service of the airfield. 

When constructed, the newer building will operate as the terminal and 

the older building torn down to make way for additional construction. 

Orientation of the 1975 building will be similar to the present 

concrete-form, utilizing the Bridger Mountain view. In this way, 
She 

most of^present utilities, runways, taxi lanes, and aprons will 

retain the same relationship. 

The terminal should have a life expectancy of 15 to 20 years. 

Most of the facilities will be larger than needed in 1975* so the 

building will not so rapidly become obsolete. According to Mr. 

Iverson, Gallatin Field Manager, "At the time of construction, the 

terminal should be/larger than believed necessary. " 

Even with the over-built terminal,, a certain balance must be main

tained between available or proposed runways and corresponding air 

space and terminal facilities being developed. 

Flexibility should also be one of the key points of the 

structure, so as to allow easy and integrated expansion in later years, 

and yet still retain the design balance and character of theflnitial 

construction. The plan will accommodate the increase in traffic and 

the maximum number of people which may use the facility. 

A new control tower will not be necessary at this time, since 

one is presently in the planning stage. This new tower might be a 

completely separate structure, not connected to any of the present 

facilities. 

Although no hangars, garages of flying services will be designed 

in this phase, some planning for future facilities will be undertaken. 

All of the private flying services andtheir functions will be moved 

farther northeast of their present location. The snow removal and 

safety equipment will also be established in this sequence, along 

with the integration of the industrial-commercial park. 



The facilities of this airport will be able to service the 

Boeing 7^7 in both passenger and cargo functions, but the terminal 

will not be directly geared toward this service. Use of the jet 

will be mainly for nonstop flights and excessive cargo movement, so 

flights into Bozeman will be rare occasions. If the 7^7 should 

begin making daily flights to this airfield in the future, the 

terminal will then be more easily adapt*to the change. 

Spaces Required 

Entrance Lobby 
The entrance lobby is the first contact the passenger has with 

the interior environment of the airport. A transition should occur 

here to make the person aware he is leaving conventional types of 

surface transportation and entering the era of flight. This small 

and amiable area should assure and invite the traveler along with 

orientating him. Direct access from this lobby will be to the ticket 

areas andonto the ticket lobby and waiting lounge. No exit traffic 

should move through this entrance, nor should any^be brought in here* 

Ticket Lobby 
The ticket lobby should be spacious to accommodate a large 

number of people in lines at the various airline counters. Airline 

desks shall enclose or face this space, which leads to the waiting 

or holding area and the administration facilities. 

Airline Operations 
Space should be provided for four airline rentals; each equiped 

with a manager's office, baggage collection and storage, counter space 

andback of counter work area, reservations, communications, dispatch

ing, and lockerspace for employees. For every two airlines, a small 

restroom should also be provided. Any other business offices for 

the particular airlines will be located elsewhere. An excitement 

should result from this area due to each airline displaying their 

own colors and trademarks. 

Waiting or Holding Lounge 
The waiting room will be able to adequately and comfortably seat 

at least 200 people and have more than ample circulation. Enplaning 

passengers will congregate here whileawaiting their respective flights 

Concessions, restrooms, and other passenger services will be closely 

associated to this region. The dining room, cocktail lounge, and 



game room might also be located, adjacent to the waiting lounge. A 

snack bar will definitely be found within this space. 

The exterior walls of the holding room should be entirely glass, 

in order to allow passengers and relatives an uninterrupted, view of 

the landing and. servicing of the planes* Views of the nearby 

mountains should also be prominent, with many of the seats 

orientated, in this direction. An individual should be able to 

proceed directly from the entrance lobby to the waiting area with

out running into congestion or people moving in the opposite 

direction. 

Concessions 
While the traveler waits for his flight, he may find amusement 

or diversion in the concession area. Within this space will be 

situated a curio shop large enough to move around in, banks of 
•SK 

vending machines, and*newstand. 

A telephone and telegraph service may be established either 

near the shop or elsewhere in the waiting lounge. Along with the 

communication facilities, the flight insurance service will be 

located in the holding area, but should not be to permanently 

established. Although insurance exists in terminals today, in the 

forseeable future the facility will be abolished in the airport system, 

Snack Bar 
A standup, quick service snack bar is an important feature of 

the concession waiting lobby area. Here the passenger in a hurry 

can "grab" a small snack without waiting more than several minutes.. 

Forcing the people to remain standing will keep them circulating 

and not allow passengers to congregate within the small eating area. 

Such an operation can be efficiently operated by one employee, 

utilizing pre~heated and pre-cooked foods and throw away utensils. 

Dining Room 
Two possible locations for the dining room are on the waiting 

lounge level or the level above. Those using the restuarant are in 

no necessary rush and are probably wasting excessive time. The 

dining room should also facilitate visitors and patrons from the 

surrounding communities, offering them a pleasant evening in an 

unique environment. The exterior walls of this area will be glass 

to allow enjoyment of the view and observation of the activities 

of the airfield. 



A private dining room shou3.d also be included here for separate 

dining parties wishing to entertain at the airport# Also relating 

to the dining area will be the restrooras, kitchen, storage and coat 

rocEt. 

Cocktail Lounge and Game Room 
Wear the dining room should be located a medium size cocktail 

lounge with an intimate atmosphere. Both the dining- room and 

lounge should reflect the building's overa3,l concept of air travel, 

being comfortable and rather light or airy. The traveler should 

know he is in an airport lounge and dining area. 

Along with the cocktail lounge will be a separated game room 

for the amusement of the passengers, The room will contain such 

items as pool tables, amusement machines, etc. 

Both the cocktail lounge and dining room will commonly use the 

restrooms and coat room. Some of the storage areas to be considered 

for the lounge are: 

liquor and soft drink storage 
Empty bottles 
Linen and dry goods 

A small office will also be necessary for record storage and 

management of the restuarant and cocktail lounge. 

Kitchen 
Food preparation, food storage, food service, and dish washing 

will be fundamental areas within the kitchen. Access to the kitchen 

will be provided from the exterior service entrance, along with an 

interior door. This space will be rather small, but efficiently 

designed to provide maximum service. 

Baggage Claim 
The baggage claim is the space provided for deplaning passengers 

to pick up their property. In the Gallatin Field terminal, a common 

luggage pick-up area will be utilized. All deplaning passengers 

from the various airlines will be serviced from this one facility,. 

Establishment of thisiitility will be in the general area where 

Bozeman-boundpassengers exit from theterminal, and yetj, still be 

apparent as to its location, This method will eliminate people 

carrying their baggage through the building. An automated system 

will also have to be developed in which the luggage will be 

unloaded froi^the plane andtransported to the claim area without 

interfering with the flow of traffic. This system will remove 



the inevitable congestion from the airline desks. 

Rent-A-Car Service 
Within the exiting space will be located four car rental 

stalls. The principal people employing these facilities will be 

traveling to the neighboring regions, so the desks will be concen

trated in the deplaning exit area. 

This convenience, however, must not be isolated from the rest 

of the terminal. Access from the waiting room must also be maintained 

for the convenience of those individuals requiring this service. 

Taxi and Bus Counter 
Counter space will also be provided for those wishing temporary 

transportation to Bozeman or the surrounding area. The location of 

this facility will be similar to that of the car rental. 

Baggage Lockers 
Several small lockers should be provided for the waiting 

passengers who do not desire to carry their smaller baggage while 

in the terminal. Situation of these cubicals will be near or in 

the waiting lobby, 

Rest Rooms 
Accessibility of the public rest rooms from the waiting 

lounge, ticket lobby, exit area, lounge and dining room should be 

convenient and visible. If more-than one set of rest rooms should 

exist, their location should be somewhat private and yet obvious. 

The rest rooms wilibe spacious and contain facilities for 

"freshening up,,f shaving, changing clothes, etc. 

Airport Manager 

Receptionist 
The airport manager will have one secretary whose office 

controls entrance to the manager's office, A small waiting area 

should also be included within this room. 

Manager 
A larger, comfortable, and yet formal, office will be provided 

for the airport manager. Included in the space will be a desk, 

cabinets and a work table. 

Conference Room 
For business meetings, a small conference room, seating 10 to 

15 people will be situated so as to be accessible from both the lobby 

and the manager's office. 



Office 
A small extra office might also be provided for such part-

time administration or accountants that may prove necessary. 

Separate Pilots* and Stewardess1 Lounge 
A pilots' lounge should be established to accommodate both 

commercial and/private flyers. During layovers, bad weather or 

business delays will be the major time for use of the room. 

The area should be rather spacious, containing comfortable 

chairs, a flight planning desk and necessary equipment, a restroom, 

and a small bedroom alcove. 

The stewardess's room will be similar to that of the pilots. 

Also, the restroom should prieo contain a powder room. 

Both of these spaces will be separated from the public areas, 

but not completely isolated from them. 

Airline Operations Lounge 
A small lounge will also be designed for the service crews 

working on the apron. The purpose of the room will be for coffe 

breaks, lunch and relaxation; the lounge should be separated from 

public circulation. 

Observation Deck 
An enclosed observation deck will be provided for waiting 

passengers and sightseers to view the distant mountains, the movement 

of planes, and the servicing of these craft. Establishment of the 

deck will be on the upper level of the terminal. Care will be used 

to guard against the observation deck blocking the view of the 

other facilities. Depending upon the weather, the area will be 

flexible as to the enclosure or exposure. The platform will be 

accessible to both waiting passengers and visitors, but no real 

need is concieved for deplaning traffic. 

FAA - Weather Bureau 
Currently the FAA serves as the Weather Bureau for Gallatin 

Field, In the new terminal, the two functions will be separate, 

but adjacent to each other. Then they will be able to function 

individually or as one facility, whichever will be necessary. 

Also, the two could operate together until the need arises that they 

be separated. 

The Weather Bureau will consist of: 

A large equipment room 
Teletype room 
Maintenance Chief's Office 



General Office 
Entrance Lobby 
Display Hacks 
Wall Space for Displays 

Large Operations Room 
Area for Preparation of Charts 

The FAA space will include: 

Chief's Office 
General Office 

Entrance Lobby 
Wall Space for Displays 

Assembly Area for 30 or 40 pilots 
Briefing Room 

Both of these facilities should have a visibility from the 

northwest to the east. They must also be accessible to the outside 

in order to read and control the instruments on the roof, such as 

the flood lights, anometer, antartaes, becon, and other weather 

instruments• 

Cargo Area 
Movement of freight, mail and cargo will be completely separate 

from all passenger circulation. The cargo room will be very large 

to handle the volume of freight moving through this facility. 

Baggage traffic from the check-in desk to the plane, and from un

loading to pick-up, will also pass through this area. The. luggage 

handling will be separate,and yet within the same region. 

All freight moving through thejairport will initially be handled 

by the new terminal, but as these facilities become overcrowded, 

the bulk cargo will be placed in a separate building away from the 

terminal. When the industrial park is in full operation, such an 

expansion may be necessary, but not until then. After this shift 

has taken place, the original cargo area will efficiently handle 

baggage, mail and smaller freight. Later, a separate post office and 

express space might be also established, but not in the primary 

construction. 

Janitor Facilities 
Each level shall have a small janitor area with a central 

room on the main level. This larger area will contain most of the 

supplies and equipment required. 

Power Vault 
A power vault for the airfield will be located in the building. 

This separate area will also be adjacent to the mechanical room. 



Accommodation of a larger generator and other heavy equipment will 

be necessary here. 

Mechanical Room 
The mechanical room will contain the heating, electrical, and 

water supply. Most of the existing facilities will be utilized 

except, concievably a water line will be brought out from Belgrade 

by then. 

Service Area Facilities 
Space will be necessary for placement of equipment used in 

servicing the planes on the apron. Entrance to this facility will 

be through large doorways opening unto the apron. The equipment 

will easily travel from the terminal to the jet without interfering 

with passanger traffic. Although the service holding area will not 

be excessively large, flexibility for possible expansion for newer 

and larger equipment will be important. 

Offices 
Several small offices will be provided for rental management 

and unrelated businesses located at the airport. These areas 

should be placed away from the public spaces so as to provide 

more privacy. 

Parking Lot 
Parking areas and their relationship to the terminal building 

are: 

Closest to the building - taxi and bus service to 
the surrounding communities — bus parking will 
include public and chartered services 

Next Closest - short time parking for enplaning 
passangers andjhls family or friends 

More remote - Commercial parking for those at the 
airport for the day or part of the day This 
will involve both employees and visitors 

Most Remote Area - Overnight parking for traveler 
leaving their vehicles for several days 

The rental car parking will be separate from those 
above and will be situated very near to the 
terminal, or even possibly within the building. 

The parking lot may be divided by painted lines, signs, 

curbs, or even fences, and will not be completely separate areas. 

Roads and Access 
One—way traffic will be established for the main entrance 

road. An emphasis should be placed on getting the surface vehicles 

as close to the point of embarkation or debarkation as possible. 



The service road will totally or at least partially be separated 

from the public entrance. A two lane, paved access will run to the 

service loading area of the terminal. Some division should also 

occur between the freight loading and unloading at the building* 

This road would be integrated into the industrial-commercial park 

area also. 

The private flying services will be accommodated with a 

partially private road so as not to interfer with the commercial 

traffic * 

All areas of Gallatin Field will be connected by paved roads 

for convenience, safety and fire protection. 

Gas Station 
Possibly a small public gas station may be established with 

car wash facilities for the rentals. Construction of the station 

would be near the parking area or main entrance road, 

Mechanical Equipment 

Loading Bridges 
Some type of flexible passenger loading-unloading bridge will 

be designed for the passengers. With such equipment, the travelers 
• f rom 

will be protected from the weather*the time he enters the terminal 

until he reaches his destination. Since Montana, often has severe 

cold and snowy periods, this utility is of particular importance. 

The bridge will be flexible in both height and plane door 

adjustment, due to the varied size of craft being used or to be 

flown in the future. Although the terminal will not be specifically 

equipped to service the Boeing the loading ramp will be able 

to accommodate the jet if necessary. 

Apron Service Equipment 
While the commercial plane is on the loading apron, certain 

func±4©-»s must be performed, These include fuel, air-conditioning, 

and electricity supplied to the jets and electras* 

Elevator 
A central freight or service elevator might be a possibility 

for the terminal building. The elevator will service all levels of 

the building including the basement. 

Sewage 
The sewage system of the building will utilize a septic tank 

and existing drainage field. Although some expansion might be 



necessary, the present facilities will be utilized as much as 

possible• 

Graphics 
Suitable, legible placards illuminated at night will direct 

and inform the people within the terminal* These should increase 

both the usefulness and functional attractiveness of the structure. 

Miscellaneous 
An incinerator will be located in the building and be accessible 

to all prii^elple users. Special attention would be given to the 

size and height of the chimney in relation to hindering views, planes 

and the Weather Bureau, 

Special Equipment 
Snow removal and fire fighting equipment need to be housed 

near the runways and apron areas. Repair shops will also be 

required for maintenance of this equipment, These garage-like 

structures will be large enough to adequately house the machinery 

and also provide space for additional equipment to be supplied in 

the future# 

Activities and Circulation 

People entering the terminal should not meet debarking passengers 

in the lobbies to prevent congestion. The distance from the parking 

area to the loading bridge should be as short as possible. Once 

the individual is in the holding area, excessive room would permit 

uncontrolled circulation, so one might "wander" around. Clear 

designation of the loading area and one way traffic at the time of 

enplaning would be important considerations. 

Those arriving at Gallatin Field by air will unload through the 

covered ramp and meet no opposing traffic or congested lines. i?rom 

the debarkation point, these passengers will have the option of 

entering the//aiting lobby 'or proceeding directly, by controlled 

circulation, to the luggage claim area and exit into the parking-

lot or transportation service area. 

A visitor will also enter through the main entrance and 

proceed directly into the holding lounge. Possibly a separate 

entrance might be provided to the dining room and cocktail lounge, 

so these spaces may be used when the terminal is closed. 



Luggage is carried into the terminal by the traveler and deposited 

at the airline collection desk. From here the baggage is moved to the 

baggage-cargo room by an automated system and dispatched to the plane 

for loading. "Unloaded bags are moved in the same manner, except 

from the freight room the luggage is transfered to the common claim 

area. 

Cargo, freight, and mail will arrive at the building by a 

segregated road and be unloaded froidbhe surface vehicle directly 

into the cargo room. In thisyfacility, the goods will be received, 

sorted, stored, consigned to the proper aircraft,and loaded. The 

best plan will sps*nd the least time and energy expanded in loading the 

planes. 





ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

Costs 

Sincethe building design has not begun, nor the material or 

construction chosen, it is difficult to make a valid cost estimate 

at this time, A rough estimate by the Gallatin Field Manager indicated 

from 1,500,000 to 2,000,000 Dollars might be made available in 1975 

for the building construction, grading and drainage, landscaping, 

runways and parking lots, utilities, elimination of existing buildings, 

and architectural fees. 

An approximate cost per square foot study waejinade by consulting 

the Marshal Valuation System, This book gave a general idea of the 

cost in relation to the type of construction and materials used in 

the building. Although no specific reference was made to airport 

terminals, several similar types of buildings were described. 

After modifying and combining costs per square foot figures for these 

buildings, a figure was chosen for an airport terminal. See Tables 

6,1 and 6.2. 

The buildings are divided into four classes according to the 

type of frame (supporting columns and beams)., walls, floors, and 

roof structure. Then the cost per square foot is determined by 

these factors. 

Financing 

In order to finance this structure, several sources of money 

will be solicited. Approximately 50 per cent of the construction 

will be funded by the Federal Government. By 1975i an air travel 

head tax will be in effect in Montana. Every commercial passenger 

will be taxed one dollar, and a possible seven cent tax will also 

be placed on flight fuel. This money will then be returned to the 

airport for such projects as the Gallatin Field Terminal. (5.0 

Other sources of money will be from airport revenues set aside 

for this particular project, general obligation bonds, and a revenue 

bond voted on by the tax payers. 

A program will be enacted to have Park, Madison and Meagher 

Counties utilize the airport on a more regular basis. Once "this 

use has been established, revenue bonds could also be voted on by 



I J 
the tax payers of the areas, and a tax base collected from thein to 

help finance the terminal. With these counties using the airfield 

more often, additional income will also be contributed once the 
J 

structure is built. 

Airport Revenue 

The airport income will consist of several sources, and will 

be used to finance the new construction, return money borrowed, and 

provide for operating and maintenance costs of the terminal once it 

is built. Within the building, income will be contributed by the 

rental spaces (airlines, taxies, car rentals, and offices), cargo 

and freight fees, and the concessions, which will be owned by the 

airport. Along with these, additional money will come from hangar 

rentals, landing .fees, flying club dues, plane servicing and the 

public gas station. 

A last source to be considered will be the industrial-commercial 

park. Land for this development will either be purchased from the 

airport board or leassed by the businesses established there. 
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APPENDIX A 

Figures and charts illustrating Montana's air traffic growth 

in recent years and the destination of commercial planes leaving 

Bozeman. 
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Major Out-of-State City Markets for Montana, 1965, 1966, 
and 1967o 

City 
1965 1966 1967* 

Total Per Day Total Per Day Total Per D 

Seattle 3 1 , 0 6 0  85. 1 34,950 95. 8 '46,710 128 • 0 

Denver 28,020 7 6  c 8 3 6 , 0 6 0  98. 8 38,150 104 0 5 

San Francisco 22,980 6 3  0 0 2 3 , 2 7 0  63. 8 27,150 74 c 4 

Los Angeles 2 1 , 0 5 0  57c 7 2 2 , 2 0 0  60. 8 2 6 , 7 0 0  73 ,2 

Spokane 19,050 52c 2 20,120 55. 1 2 6 , 1 7 0  71 c7 

Minneapolis 17,720 48. 5 18,730 51. 3 22,700 62 „ 2 

Salt Lake City 17,010 46, 6  22,160 6 0 .  7 22,090 60 »5 

Portland 15,080 41. 3 16,470 45c 1 20,130 55 0 2 

Chicago 10,920 29 0 9 1 1 , 5 6 0  31. 7 14,220 39 c0 

New York City 11,490 31. 5 10,870 29. 8 14,030 38 . 4 

Washington, D. C.„ 5,940 160 3 6 , 5 2 0  17c 7 8,030 . 22 c0 

Las Vegas 4,240 1 1 .  6 5,060 13c 9 6 , 0 3 0  16 • 5 

Casper 
i 5,120 14. 0 4,920 13c 5 5,570 15 • 3 

San Diego 4,630 12 . 7 5,140 14. 1 4,860 13 c 3 

Kansas City 2,870 7 -9 3,540 9. 7 4,170 11 . 4 

Total 217,180 595c 1 241,570 6 6 1 .  8 286,710 785 .6 

*Dat-a for 1 9 6 7  consists of first three quarters of 1 9 6 7  plus fourth 
quarter of 1966, 

(43-11) 



Major Rotating Terminal Points for Montana Cities, 
.1967, With Total Amount of Connecting Traffic.* 

Salt Lake Minne
City Denver City Chicago apolis 

Billings 12,710 10,480 6,340 3,280 

Great Palls 16,090 4,030 7,030 2,800 

Helena 850 1,410 780 610 

Bozeman 460 .280 880 880 

Missoula 1,390 130 3,120 1,850 

Butte 2,350 4,080 1,850 1,070 

Nine Smaller 2,840 3,220 620 300 

Total State 36,690 23,630 20,620 10,790 

Table 5o Summary of Major Out-of-State City Markets for 
Montana, 1967, Including Origin, Destination,.and 
Connecting Traffic 

City Traffic City Traffic 

Denver 74,840 Minneapolis 33,840 

Seattle 46,710 San Francisco 27,150 

Salt Lake City 45,720 Los Angeles 26,700 

Chicago 34,840 Spokane 26,170 

(43-12) 

*Data for 1967 consists of first three quarters of 1967 plus 
fourth quarter of 1 9 6 6 .  



APPENDIX B 

Figures and charts illustrating the growth of Montana, the 

counties, and Montana State "University. 
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PROJIO'ED MWNR^RS - AUTUMN QUARTER 

MONrANA STAIE UNIVEFcSITY 

Year 
Growth 
Factor Net FPE 

Cum. 
Grov/th 
Factor %LD LD %UD UD %Gr. Gr. 

1967 
1.067 

6768 6966 
1.067 

63 4389 33 2299 4 278 

1968 
1.048 

7274 7433 
1.118 

62 1/2 4646 33 2453 4 1/2 334 

1969 
1.029 

7560 7787 
1.150 

62 48] 8 33 2570 5 389 

1970 
1.028 

7780 8013 
1.183 

62 4968 32 1/2 2604 5 1/2 441 

1971 
1.029 

8000 8240 
1.217 

62 5109 32 2637 6 494 

1972 
1.030 

8230 8476 
1.254 

61 1/2 5213 32 2712 6 1/2 551 

1973 
1.024 

8480 8734 
1.283 

61 5328 32 2795 7 611 

1974 
1.028 

8680 8940 
1.319 

60 1/2 5409 32 2861 7 1/2 670 

1975 
1.021 

8920 9188 
1.347 

60 5513 32 2940 8 735 

1976 
1.027 

9110 9383 
1.384 

59 5536 32 3003 9 844 

1977 
(1.025) 

9360 9641 
1.417 

58 5592 32 3085 10 964 

1978 
(1.020) 

9594 9882 
1.454 

56 5534 33 3261 11 1087 

1979 9834 10129 55 5571 33 3343 12 1215 

Notes: 1967 & 1968 actual 
1909 tliru 1977 from Executive Secretary's Office as per phone conversation v/ith 
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APPENDIX C 

Charts of economic conditions in the Gallatin County and the 

City of Bozeraan. 



RETAIL SALES 
Number of stores and 1969 estimate of sales 

Hardware 

General Merchandise 

Food 

Auto 

Gasoline 

Apparel 

Furniture 

Eat, Drink 

Drugs 

32 10,418 

13 6,553,000 
10 6,376,000 

29 15,073,000 
15 12,835,000 

13 9,883,000 
11 N. A. 

53 6,982,000 
31 4,939,000 

20 3,628,000 
16 3,311,000 

16 2,365,000 
14 N. A. 

73 5,765,000 
26 3,086,000 

10 1,781,000 
15 1,313,000 

First number indicates Gallatin County. 

Second number indicates Bozeman. 



AGRICULTURE 
Top Crops and Yield 

Wheat 2,232,000 Bushels 
Barley 1,343,000 Bushels 
Oats 283,000 Bushels 
Hay 6 Tons "Tame" hay per acre 

2 Tons "Wild" hay per acre 

LIVESTOCK NUMBERS 
Cattle 20,800 
Slieep 19,500 
Hogs 5,200 
Poultry 36,000 
Dairy Cattle 6,100 

RETAIL SALES 
Total Sales 

Bozeman 
Gallatin County 

1963 
$33,630,000 
$42,275,000 

1968 1969 
$53,741,000 $52,776,000 
$64,047,000 $68,401,000 



APPENDIX D 

Zoning regulations relating to the Gallatin County Airport. 



REGULATION 0? DEVELOKSOT OF GALLATIH FIELD AIR PASK 
\ 

The land u3cs of Gallatin Field property and the surrounding areas must be 

regulated for mutual protection and convenience of both the land users and 

the air traffic. Thin regulation can be effectuated by two primary means: 

Zouing and Land Use Covenants. An Airport Zoning Resolution enacted by the 

County Commission of Gallatin would establish the controls of land use, in 

privately held land around the airport 9 which are needed to ensure suitable 

clearances for aircraft. Such a zoning resolution follows hereinafter* 

Reconanendations are also given hereinafter for Covenants which would run with 

lease or land sale agreements between the Gallatin Field Board and the enter-

prises which obtain property rights from it. 

In addition to the above-mentioned zoning provisions, it would be wise to 

prepare and enact zoning provisions for the lands surrounding airport property 

xjhich would define residential,, industrial~conznexcial0 and agricultural 

neighborhoods and induce the best possible characters for them. Criteria 

for those neighborhoods should be similar to those which are found in modem 

municipal zoning laws. It appears logical for such a zoning law to include 

neighboring Belgrade in its scope* Therefore, efforts should be made toward 

enactment of a joint Town - County Zoning Law using the legal techniques 

allowable under Montana Statutes. 



POSH 05? AXBPORT ZONIKG KESOimOH 

AM QBD3KARCS 2TEGUU2XKG AMD mSIKlCXTtiG VM HEIGHT OF STSUCX'OBJSS AHD 
OBJECTS 0? KATUSAL G2jQW2H9 AM) 033EBMXS2 BEGDXA'nES TBE T3SK 0? K&OTOTa 
B.5 xm^ VZCXHTCT 0? 352 GALXAXIH FSEX3 AMOIff BY CSRASfXSG AX8S0RS AmflACH 
2C1TSS <, XttAlEmOH ZOK2S0 HDaSZOSmX. ZOSK AMD CQ8XCA2. ZOHB9 A2& J2S2ML2SHXHG 
133 BOBEMBXES XECSEO?.; HSDVIDZK8 FCll <5£AMG23 XH m RER^ICTI® ASS) 
sochbabxes o? svca zc^ss; dk?m csmzu m-s u:5£D serin s ircFEmNS w 
iimawuirm vwo axbtok? zomm ms> waxen xs bkqhsosimed vs &m mm a 
BABS OF SIS OBDXHANCE 5 2E09TDXi& SCR 2ffiFaSU3BttEN£t 2SXAJX2SS2KG A COASD 
CI' A1??BA2rS; AIM XMKSSXK8 miAL£IE£io 

this resolution ia adopted pursuant to the authority conferred by "Xhe Revised 
Code of Montana# It lo hereby found that an airport hazard endangers the 
lives and property o£ user& of Gallatin Field Airport and of occupants of 
land in its vicir±ityf, axirjl al3c» if of the obstruction type0 in effoefc reduces 
the size of Che area available for the landing, fcalcing-off and maneuvering 
of aircraft:,} thus tending to destroy or impair the utility of! Gallatin Field 
Airport awl the ptiblic investment therein. Accordingly 9 it is declared: 
(1) that the creation or establishment of an airport hazard is a public nui«» 
sane a and an injury to the region served by Gallatin Fiold Airport 5 (2) that 
it ia necessary in the interest of the public healthy public safety convenience 
and general welfare that the creation or establishment of airport hazards be 
prevented 0 andj (3) that the prevention of these hazards should be accomplished & 
to the extent legally possible^ by the cocercice of the police power without 
compensation* It is further declared that both the prevention of the creation 
©r establishment of airport hazards and the elimination,, removal0 alteration^ 
mitigation,) or marking and lighting of existing airport hazards are public 
purposes for Which political subdivisions may raise and expend public funds 
and acquire land or interests in land* 

Be it resolved by the Commissioners of Gallatin County: 

, SBCEXGH Xs SHOS2 

Tliis ordinance sliall be lenown and may be cited as "Gallatin Field Airport 
Zoning Ordinance"o 

SEOTOH XX: DEFXNmOKS 

As uaed in this Ordinancec unless the context otherwise requires3 

(1) A13S0BX « Means Gallatin Field Airport. 
(2) AIRTOKT jfXEVATIOH « Means the established elevation of the highest 

point cn the usable landing area® 
(3) Assam? KA2AKD _ Means any structuree tree or use of land which 

obstructs the airspace required for or is otherwise hazardous to 
the flight of aircraft in landing or talcing-oft at the airport« 

(4) AXaroni* U&?EK2N02 POCT? « Means the point established as the approx~ 
imate geographic center of the airport landing area and so designated. 

(5) BQABD 01? AEJUSX2CTT «=» Means a board consisting of five members* 
(6) H3XGHX ~ For the purpose of determining the height limits In all 

zones set forth in this ordinance and shown on the coning map0 the 
datum shall be mean sea level elevation unless otherwise specified0 



/ 
i"J') JLL$f£IilkUftvll' ViiMUCX Means a rimway equipped or to ba equixjped with 

electronic or visual air navigation aids adequate to permit the 
landing of aircraft leader restricted visibility conditions, 

(8) LMICtt'ffi AREA. "• Hcans the area of the Airport used for the landing 0 
talrer-off or taxiing of aircraft# 

(9 )  KCK^CDWOP.liBIG USE ~ Means any structure^ tree& or use of land which 
is laTTfully in existence at the ti?r.o the regulation is prescribed 
in the Ordinance or an amendment thereto beec^aes effect lye and does 
not~then meet the requirements of said regulation« 

(10) K^7«XE>XJlUiIEl^ XiUNWAY « He&as a runway other than an instrument 
runway* 

(XI) I'EKGOK «» Icleans an individualB £lm0 partnership* corporation9 cca«-
pony0 associations joint stock association^ or body politicD and 
Includes a trustee* receiver 0 assignee^ administratory eicacutor& 
guardian9 or other representative. 

(12) KUI&IAY «• Means the paved surface*#}f an airport landing strip* ' 
{13) Sl'RIIwtXTuE « Keens an object constructed or installed by man^ in«» 

eluding0 but without limitation0 buildings, teasersB smokestacks0 
end overhead transmission lines • 

(14) 'iPJiE «• Means any object of natural growth* 

SEC2ZCH 1X1 - ZOEES 

In order to carry out the previsions of this 'Resolution 0 there are hereby 
created and established certain zones which include all of the land lying 
within the Instrument Approach Zones D Kon»instnsrant Approach Zones 0 Trans
ition Zones j, Horizontal Zone end Conical Zone * Such areac and zones are 
shown on Gallatin 2?ield Airport Zoning £lap which ia attached to this Hesolu»« 
tion and made a part hereof. *Zile various zones aro hereby established and 
defined as follows: 

(1) XESCTFRRAI1 A£P1?j0ACH ZOW, « An instrument approach zeno Is eeta«> -
blished at each end of the instrument runway for instrument Xand« 
ingo and take-offs * r£he instrument approach zones shall have a 
width of 1?000 feet at a distance of 200 feet beyond each end of 
the runway & widening thereafter uniformly to a width of 16e000 
feat at a distance of 505200 feet beyond each end of the runway B 
its centerline being the continuation of the centerline of the 
runway* 

(2) A^JBCACH ZONE « A non«instrument approach zone is 
established at each end of all non®instrument runways on Gallatin 
Field Airport for non«instruinent landings and tolce^offo* 'She. nonw 
instrument approach zone shall have a width of feet at 
a distance of 200 feet beyond each end of the runway, widening there- ' > 
after uniformly to a width of » feet at a distance of 10o2OO 
feet beyond each end of the rinruayT™^3 centerline being the con« 
tinuation of the center line of the runway* 

(3) WBl AFPJICACH ZOSffi « A visual flight rules approach zone shall have 
a width of 200 feet at a distance of 100 feet beyond each end of 
the runway widening thereafter uniformly to a width of 500 feet 
at a distance of 3^100 feet beyond each end of the rummy. 

* The applicable distance in feet must be based on runway lengths as set 
forth in Sections 77*27 and 77.25 of Part 77 of the federal Aviation 
Regulations• 



(4) 7RA$53!?]C0!$f Z03B5 •» Transition zones &ro hereby established adjacent 
to cacli instrument and non« instrument runrciy find approach zene as 
indicated en the zoning mp» Transition zones tjymme trie ally located 
on either side oJc rum/ays „ have variable widths as shorn on the 
soiling mapo TransItion zones extend outward frorara line * 
feet on either aide of the center line of tho aua»»instrwment runway,, 
for the length of ou«h runway plus 200 feat on each end 5 and 500 
feet on aitlier side of the center line of the Instrument rum-ray ft 
for the length of audi rum ray pins 200 feet on each ends and are 
parallel and level with such runway center lines <, The transition 
zones a Ions such russwsys slope upward end outward (X) foot verti« ~ 
caliy for each (7) JEeet horizontally to the point where they inter
sect the surface of the horizontal zone 0 Further f) transition zones 
arc established adjacent to both instrument and ncn^instrumenfc 
approach zones for the entire length of the approach zones-, fflisse 
transition zones have variable widths 0 as shown on the zoning 1=ap0 
Such transition zones flare syiasetrically with either side of the 
runway approach zones from the base ox such zones and elope upward 
and outward at* the rate c£ (X) f.oot vertically for each (?) Xeet 
horizontally to the points where they intersect the surfaces of the 
horizontal and cjnical zones a Additionally 9 transition zones are" 
established adjacent to the instrument approach zone where it pro°» 
jacts through and beyond tho Units of the conical zone# extending 
a distance G>£ 5g,000 feet measured horizontally from the edge of 
tho instrument approach zones at right angles to the continuation 
of the center line of the rununy. 

(5) W&XZQIT&J* ZQN2 « A horizontal zone is hereby established as the 
area within a circle xTlth its center at the Airport Reference Point 
and having a radius of ** "feet® The horizontal zone does 

<*rv***r*r*nma*»v 

not include the instrument and ton-instrument approach zones and 
the transition zones. 

(6) C0HXC.AL Z0ST/2 - A conical zone is hereby established comnescing at 
the periphery of the horizontal zone and extending to a distance 
of & feet from the airport reference point, The conical 
zone does"not include the instrument and nw®instrument approach 
zones and transition zones* 

* The applicable distance in feat must be based on runway lengths as set 
forth in Sections 77*27 and 77«25 of fart 77 of the Federal Aviation 
Regulations• 

SEOT0H VJl  KSXGKT LBOTATXOH3 

Cxcept as otherwise provided in this Resolution^ no structure or* tree shall 
be erected9 altered? allowed to grow,, or maintained in any zone created by 
this Resolution to a height in e::cess of the height limit herein established 
for such zone0 Such height limitations are computed from the established 
airport elevation and are hereby established for each of the zone3 in 
question as follows: 

(1) IJSSCTfcSENE APHIOACH Zfcm ~ One il) foot in hels^xt for each fifty 
(50) feaut in horizontal distance beginning at a point 200 feet from 
the end of the instrument runway and extending to a distance of 
10c 2CO feet from the end of the runway?, thence one (1) foot in 
height for each forty (40) fecit in horizontal distance to a point 



(2) ABr&OACB Z(JIM « One <1) fc2>t in height for each 
forty (40) fest in horizontal distance beginning at a point 200 
feet frcra the end of the non^ instrument rummy and extending to 
a point 10 ,200 feet from the end of the runways 

<3) m AHLKB,!? AHKOACS ZCIffiS v One (1) foot in height for each 
tw&nty (20) fe&i: in horizontal distance beginning at si point 205 
feet from and at tba c enter lino elevation of the end of the noiv* 
instrument runway ant! extending to a point I0y200 fefcfc frcra the 
end of the runways 

(4) mnsrnOT ZOXZS « One <1) foot in height for OAch covfffl <7> feot 
in horizontal distance beginning at a point fe&t from the 
center line of ncte«inst:r«jKent runways and 500 feet £rom the center 
line ox the Instrument runway p measured at right angles to the 
laagifctadinai center line of tlio. runway & extending upward to a 
maximum height of 150 feet above the established airport elevation 
which in « feet above mean sea level. In addition to the 

«J wsa»-i»*4 **7nn.'-*3» 9 

foregoingp there are established height limits of (1) foot vertical 
height for each (7) fecit horizontal distance measured -from the 
edges of all approach zones for the entire length of the approach 
cones and est ending upward and outward to the points where they 
intersect the horizontal and conical surfaces» Further8 where the 
instrument approach zone projects through and beyond the conical • 
none* A height limit of one 0) foot for each (7) fctat of horizon** 
tal distance shall be maintained beginning at the edge of the 
instrument approach zone and ©attending a distance of 5,>000 fecst from 
the edge of the instrument approach zone measured normal to the 
center line of thro rummy extended <, 

(5) XTDBIZOXim ZOUB - One hundred fifty (150) feet above the established 
airport elevation or a rnsrimum height of ^ feat above mean 
sea level elevation; and 

( 6 )  C 0 B X C A L  ZOrQS ~ One <I) foot in height for each twenty <20) feat 
of horizontal distance beginning at the periphery of the horizontal 
zone extending Vo a height of M. * feat above the airport 
elevation# 

(7) EXCEPTED HEIGHT LIMITATIONS - Nothing in this Ordinance shall bo con
strued as prohibiting the growth9 construction or maintenance of any 
tree or structure to e height up to 45 feet above the surface of the 
land. 

Where an area is covered by more than one (1) height limitationB the more re« 
strictive limitation shall prevail. 

* The applicable distance in feet must be based on runway lengths as sot 
forth in Sections 77.27 and 77,25 of Part 77 of the federal Aviation 
Regulations. 

SECTION Vs t<3£ RESTRICTION 

Notwithstanding any other1 previsions of this Ordinanee„ no ut?e nay be made 
of land within any zone established by this Ordinance in such a manner as to 
create electrical interference with radio communication between the Airport 
and aircraft, make it difficult for flyers to distinguish between airport 
lights and others, result in glare in the oyes of flyers us5.ng the Airporta 
impair visibility in the vicinity of the Airport or otherwise endanger the 
landingtaking-off* or maneuvering of aircraft* 



SECTION VI: BOSMftNFCMSBB oSES 

(a) Regulations not Retroactive. The regulations prescribed by this 
^ prmi)• wr»'^.nniin.ifcM<TOYJ«i<VLJV91F+\ »>» »>• vn. -fy v -. < »• H -* 4•»'»»/« ^ ^ 

Resolution shall not bo construed to require the removal # lowering, or other 
cbnr»B<»" os* alteration of any structure or tree not conforming to the regu<» 
Infcions ea of: the effective date c£ tints Resolution^ or otherwise interfere 
with the continuance of any nonconforming U3e«. nothing herein contained 
shall require any chance in the construct ion & alteration^ or intended use 
cf any structure^ the construction or alteration of which was begun prior 
to the effective date of this Resolutiont and is diligently prosecuted. 

(b) Karlting tand LI ehtinp,« Notwithstanding the preceding provision of 
this Section^ the owner of any nonconforming structure or tree is hereby 
required to permit the installation, operationn and maintenance thereon of 
such markers and lights as shall be deemed necessary by the iriii 

# to indicate to the operators of aircraft in the vicinity 
of the Airport* the presence of such airport hazards. Such markers and 
lights shall be installedw operatede and maintained at the expense of 

.*• o 

SECnOK VII: PEBMTCS 

(n) Fnture^BoG,^ « Except as specifically provided in paragraphs lp 2 
and 3 hereunder j, no material change shall be made in the use ©f land and no 
structure or tree shall be erected. altered? planted or otherwise established 
in any sc/ne hereby created unless a permit therefor shall have been applied 
for and granted» Each application for a permit shall indicate the purpose 
for which the permit is desiredp with sufficient particularity to permit it 
to be determined whether the resulting use8 structure or tree would conform 
to the regulations herein prescribed • If such determination is in the 
affirmativep the permit shall be granted, 

(X) In the area lying within the limits of the Horizontal zone 
and the Conical soncj, no permit shall bo required for any 
tree or structure less than 75 feet of vertical height above 
ground9 except when because of terrain9 land contour or 
topographic features such tree or structure would extend 
above the height limits prescribed for ouch cone• 

<2) In the areas lying within the limits of the instrument and 
JKX&Winstrument approach sones but at a horizontal distance 
of not less than 48200 feet from each end of the runways0 

^ no permit shall be required for any tree or structure less 
then 75 feet of vertical height above the ground 9 except 
when such tree or structure would extend above the height 
If pit prescribed for such instrument or non« instrument 
approach zone# 

0 Insert here the title of the appropriate official who may be charged 
with the duty for determining the necessity for limiting and marking* 

Insert hero the name of the appropriate political subdivision or body* 



(3) In the areas lying x/ithin the limits of the transition 
beyond the perimeter oii the horizontal zoneb no permit shall be 
required for any tree or structure less than 75 feet of vertical 
height above the ground except when such tree or structurep 
because ox terrain „ land*contour or topographic features would 
extend above the height limit prescribed for such transition zonae, 

Kothing contained in any of the foregoing exceptions shell be construed as 
permit in 2 or intending to permit any e on struct ion ̂  alteration or growth of 
any structure or tree in excess of any of the height limits established by 
this Resolution except as set: forth in Section XV, 

(b) Erisfcine £ses. Ho permit shall be granted that "would allow the 
establishment or creation ox an airport hazard or permit a nonconforming 
use*, structure^ or tree to be made or become highers or bceome a greater 
hazard to air navigation g than it was on the effective date of this Reso® 
Intion or any amendments thereto or then it is when the application for e 
permit is made* Except as indicatedp all applications for such a permit 
shall be granted „ 

Cc'i IJon-con^orninjc TJSPS Abandoned or Destroyed © Whenever the Airport 
Building Inspector determines that a nonconforming structure or tree Ives 
been abandoned or wore than 80 perccnt tom down„ physically deteriorated 9 
or decayed9 no permit shall be granted that would allow such structure or 
tree to exceed the applicable height limit or otherc/ise deviate frcza the 
7,onin$ regulations„ 

id) Vari>:mcoa » Any person desiring to erect or increase the height 
of any structure„ or permit the growth of any tree9 or use his propertyP 
not in accordance with the regulations prescribed In this Resolution^ may 
apply to the Board of Adjustment for a var.lanea from ouch regulations. 
Such variances shall be allowed where J.C is duly found that a literal 
application or enforcement o£ the regulations ironic result in practical 
difficulty or unnecessary hardship and the relief granted would not be 
contrary to the public interest but will do substantial justice and be in 
accordance with the spirit of this Resolution. 

Ce> Hasard Marking, and n< T,ift?itiyifi. Any permit or variance granted irjsy0 
if such action is deemed advisable to effectuate the purpose of this 
Resolution and be reasonable in the circumstances 0 be so conditioned as to 
require the owner of the stx-ucture or tree in question to permit the Gaila*» 
tin Field Airport Board at its cm expense* to in3 tall 0 operate * and main* 
tain thereon such mar leers and lights as may be necossary to indicate to 
flyers the presence of an airport hazard. 

sEcrxoK rai: EIVGBCEHESE 

It shall be the duty of the Airport Building Xnspeetor to administer and 
enforce the regulations prescribed herein* Applications for permits and 
variances shall be made to the Airport Building Inspector upon a form fur~ 
nished by him* Applications required by this Resolution to be submitted 
to the Airport Building Inspector shall be promptly considered and grantee! 
or denied by him* Applications for action by the Board of Adjustment she.-,I 
bo forthwith transmitted by the Airport Building Inspector# 



SECTION TcC: EGAS© OF ARJIEMOT 

{a) There is hereby crested a Donrd of Adjustment to have end exercise 
the following powers: (1) Co hear end decide appeals frcn any ordor r&» 
qulrcsaaitj, decisioap or determination made by the Airport Building Inspector 
in the enforcement of this Resolution; {2) Co hear a»d decide special e:c« 
captions to captions to the terms of this Resolution upon which such Board 
of Adjustment under such regulations my he required to pass 5 *£3) to hear 
and decids specific variances * 

(?>) The Beard of Adjustment shall consist of five members appointed 
by the County CoraniGsion and each shall sexve for a term of three (3) years 
and until his successor io duly appointed and qualified. 0£ the lumbers 
first appointed one shall he appointed for a term of one (1) year0 two for 
a term of two (2) years and fewo for a tern of three (3) years, Kecibers 
shall be removable by the appointing authority for cause» upon written 
chargesc after a public hearing„ 

(c) The Board of Adjustment shall adopt irules for its governance and 
procedure in harmony with the provisions of this Resolution,, Meetings of 
the Board of Adjustment shall be held at the call of the Chairman and at 
such other times as the Board of Adjustment nay determine# The Chairman,, 
or in his absence the acting chairman# may administer oaths and compel the 
attendance of witnesses * All hearings of the Board of Adjustment shall 
bo public o The Board of Adjustment shall Itecp minutes of its proceedings' 
showing the vote of each member upon each questiona cr„ if absent or fail** 
ing tc votQe indicating such fact9 and shall keep records of its esusmina** 
tiens and other official actions 9 all of which shall immediately be fiSod 
in the office of the Airport Building Inspector and shall be a public record. 

Cd) The Board of Adjustment shall make written findings of fact and 
conclusions of law giving the facto upon Which it acted and its legal con« 
elusions from such facts in r ever s ing & affirming9 or modifying ar«y order0 
requirement0 dec in ion y or determination uhich comes before it under the 
provisions of this Resolution. 

{e) "£he concurring vote of a majority of the members of the Board of 
Adjustment shall be sufficient to reverse any order0 requirement0 dccision9 
or determination of the Airport Building inspector or to decide in favor 
of the applicant on any matter upon which it is required to pass under this 
Resolution or to effect any variation in this Resolution. 

SECSICW X: APPEALS 

(a) Any person aggrieved9 or any taxpayer affected, by any decision ~ 
of the Airport Building Inspector made in his administration of this Reso~ 
lutionj) if of the opinion that a decision of the Airport Building Inspector 
is on Improper application of these regulationsd may appeal to the Board 
of Adjustment o 

(£b) All appeals hereunder must be taken within a reasonable time as 
provided by the rules of the Board of Adjustment„ by filing with the Airport 
Building Inspector a notice of appeal specifying the grounds thereof. *Xhe • 
Airport Building Inspector shall forthwith transmit to the Board of Adjust* 
rnent all the papers constituting the record upon which the action appealed 
from was taken. 

<o> An appeal shall stay all proceedings in furtherance of the action 
appealed from0 unless the Airport Building Inspector certifies to the Board 
of Adjustment„ after the notice of appeal has been filed with lt9 that by 
reason of the facts stated in the certificate a stay would0 in his opinionp 



cause imminent par5J. to life or property <, £n such case*, proeecdingB slic.ll 
aot bo stayed exccpt by order of the £oard of Adjustment on Notice to the 
agency from which the appeal is taken and on due cause atom. 

{d> The Board of Adjustment dull fix a reasonable time for hearing 
appeals^ give publ5.c noticG and duo noti.ee to the parties in interest„ and 
dccide the same within a reasonable time. Upon the hearing any party may 
appear in person or by ag&nfc osr by ftttmnciey* 

<o) The }3caru of Adjustment raay„ in conformity *?:ith the provisions of 
this Resolution,, reverse or affirm,, In whole or In parts or modify the order 3 
requirement9 decision or determination appealed frcci end may make such order0 
requirement p decision, or determination, as may be appropriate under the 
c. Ircuran tances, 

SKGXION XX: JUDICIAL WXEW 

Any porson aggrieved,, or any to:q>aycr affected, by any decision of the Board 
or Adjustment,, may appeal to the Court of as provided in 
Soction of Chapter ^ . of the X'ublie Laws of Montana« 

k£C? 1CM XXX; K3KAIOTKS 

Each violation of thin Resolution or of any regulation& order9 or ruling 
promulgated hereunder shall constitute a misdemeanor and be punishable by 
a fine of not more than or Imprisonment for not mora than 
days or both such fine and Imprisonment 9 and each day a violation continues 
to exist shall constitute a separate offense# 

section mi! amuzTDzs masussfm 

Where there exists a conflict between any of the regulations or limitations 
prescribed in this Resolution and any other regulations applicable to the 
same areae whether the conflict be with respect to the height of structures 
or treesv the use of land, or any other matter, the more stringent limita® 
tion or requirement shall govern and prevail* 

SECrXCfcl Xvs SEWJmiXITI 

If any of the provisions of this Resolution or the application thereof to 
any person ©r circumstances is held invalid^ such Invalidity shall not affect 
other provisions or applications of the Resolution which can be given effect 
without the invalid provision or application and to this end the provisions 
cf tliis Resolution are declared to be severable. 

SBCECC® 2nrt: EFFECTIVE DATE 

WHHU2A5 0 the immediate operation of the provisions o£ this Resolution is 
necessaxy for the preservation of the public health, public safety, and gen-
era! welfare0 and 3BE&GENCY is hereby declared to exist,, and this Resolution 
shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage by the Gallatin 
County Cenmisslon and publication and posting as required by law0 Adopted 

. by the Gallatin County Commission, this day of n 



Summary of Final Thesis Solution 

The terminal for Bozeman will be built in five to ten years, For this 

reason all calculations are based on the projected 200,000 passenger use 

of 1995$ which means a peak hour passenger capacity of 140 people. (17-43) 

The building is large so it will not rapidly outgrow its use and become 

overcrowded. Flexibility has also been an important factor of the design 

to allow later expansion. The future terminal can be easily enlarged in 

any area without altering the character of the structure. 

The Bozeman airport is a clean cut, functional, aesthetically 

pleasing building which compliments the air transportation industry. In 

comparison to the surrounding landscape, the terminal is monumental, 

making the approaching passenger aware of entering a new era. The roof 

of the structure slopes upward toward the planes and runways providing,a 

visual transition of the different modes of transportation and emphasiz

ing that this change occurs within the building. Also, the second, level 

is projected out over the lower level giving a more air-like quality. 

The future terminal lias been placed so as to allow construction and 

yet not interfere with the operation of the existing structure. Upon 

completion the older terminal will be phased out and taken down, 

A minimum walking distance (300 feet) and bag carrying distance 

(40 feet) is provided by the new airport terminal. The airline ticket 

area and two waiting lounges are separated by a centrally located public 

service area. Practically all public areas are located on the second 

level, while the first level contains the apron and airport service 

operations. The offices are on the third level. All of the public 

spaces are orientated toward the apron and the view of the mountains. 



Even though the building is simply layed out, for the convienence 

of the traveler, graphics will be integrated for directional use. The 

circulation within the structure is controlled so as not to allow conges

tion in the corridors and lounges. As a passenger enters the terminal, 

he is Quickly moved to the second level, Also, as a person unloads from 

the plane, he is directed down to the first level without interfering 

with the circulation. 
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